
AUGUST 2019

SOLUTIONS & $AVINGS 
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

3MTM

BOGO!

3M™ SCOTCHLITE™ 
PRINT WRAP FILM 
780MC-10R 
Upgrade to this unique 
reflective film that brings 
designs to life with 24/7 
vibrancy. Get robust 
properties like conformability, 
efficient installation and 
reflectivity at wide angles for 
increased safety. 

Buy one roll  
of Wrap Film, 
get one roll of 
Overlaminate 
8548G FREE! 

$2,205 
MMM780MC-8548-4850

ARLON® SLX  
CAST WRAP FILM
CAL-SLX-3270-54-KIT

Repositionable gloss  
white film with FLITE 
Technology™ designed 
for a single installer and 
superior repositionability.   
Kit includes 3270 laminate.

$849

ENCORE®  
EMBOSSED CANVAS 
$17.95 
each when buying a  
case of 25 or $21.95  
for a single sheet.

ECR905240

ULTRAFLEX 
ULTRABLOCKOUT 
BANNER 
15oz blockout banner  
material with a dual  
print surface

$215 
54” x 164 ft  
UFS-UBBPRO-54164

* Offer subject to credit and equipment approval  
and 2+ years in business. Valid on new transactions  
only. Some equipment exclusions may apply.  
Call your branch for details.



In today’s digital world, new 
trends are always being 
introduced and shared 
across platforms. One design 
movement growing in 
prominence and showcasing 
its staying power is the 
incorporation of matte finishes 
in interior spaces. As a look 
that flips the coin on what used 
to be considered the norm – a 
glossy shine – matte finishes are 
distinctly different, even labeled 
at the forefront of 2019 design 
trends by Forbes, Architectural 
Digest and more. 
 
What does this mean for the 
world of graphics? As the craze 
for matte vehicles settles, the 
interest in matte wall wraps, 
wayfinding and textured 
graphics is rising. Expanding 
your inventory to include 
matte overlaminates and films 
is a simple way to appeal to 
customers and expand your 
offerings.
 
Make it Matter
Giving graphics a matte look 
is done for multiple reasons, 
including both design aesthetic 
and user functionality. 
 
Popular on car wraps, matte 
accents and graphics are trickling 
into the floor  
and wall space, as well, because 
of the unique  
visual composition. From a 
design standpoint, the muted 
façade creates a minimalistic 
and modern statement, and it 
can also be used to contrast 
any existing metallic fixtures 

and high gloss finishes within 
a space. A matte wall, for 
instance, can also conjure 
more depth because of its 
nonreflective nature. 
 
The matte movement is also 
gaining traction due to its more 
practical benefits. Because it 
doesn’t reflect any light back, 
matte overlaminates can 
disguise wall scratches and 
other surface imperfections. 
For wayfinding and signage, 
placing a matte overlaminate 
over the graphics’ text 
enhances the readability 
for visitors and guests, 
promoting an overall positive 
user experience. Matte 
overlaminates give these types 
of graphics the appearance 
they were painted on textured 
surfaces like brick or outdoor 
stucco.
 
What You’ll Need
Using a matte overlaminate 
and print film is a fairly easy way 
to change the look of a surface 
– especially if a laminate was 
going to be utilized anyway. 
Achieving  
the matte look doesn’t  
require extra steps or 
unnecessary complexity. 
 
One overlaminate that is easy 
to work with and can give 
glossy graphics a matte look 
is the 3M™ Envision™ Matte 
Wrap Overlaminate 8550M. 
Along with being versatile 
enough to wrap diverse 
surfaces, the film is non-PVC 
and can contribute to you  

Promotional pricing cannot be combined with any other offer. Valid dates: August 1 – 31, 2019.

and your customer’s 
sustainability goals. 
 
Squeegees are an important tool 
for the installation of  
any overlaminate-- just be  
sure you don’t have any nicks or 
divots on the edge, as this  
can scratch the matte finish 
during application.
 
Installation Tip: Be mindful of 
how much you heat and stretch 
matte products. Overdoing it 
can result in  
gloss banding, creating  
visible stripes of shine where the 
film is overworked and overall 
diminishing the look  
of the final graphic.

Try It Out
The popularity of matte finishes 
isn’t only transforming the look 
and feel of a space, but the 
industry itself. The growing 
demand for this design element 
can lead  
to new customers and  
bigger projects. 
 
Harnessing these kinds of trends 
is a great way to stay relevant 
and try something outside 
your normal repertoire. The 
momentum of matte finishes is 
not likely to slow down anytime 
soon, and your expertise and 
ability to deliver this trendy look 
will help you stand out with 
customers and among your 
peers.

TRENDS THAT 
TRANSFORM: 
MATTE FINISHES

ROLAND LEF 300
VersaUV LEF flatbed printer 
offers brilliant color and 
direct printing on a vast arry  
of materials, including  
three-dimensional items. 
Call the branch for pricing!

3M 8550M 
OVERLAMINATE  
$582.58

54”x 50 yd, Matte
MMM8550M-5450

HP LATEX R  
SERIES FLATBED
Achieve amazing colors 
on both rigid and flexible 
substrates. Call the branch 
for pricing.

GREAT FOR  
PERSONALIZED 

ITEMS!

PRINCIPAL LED  
TAP OUT STIK 
96” True White, Double-sided 
PRITODSTW-96

96” True White, Single-sided  
PRITOSSTW-96

Other sizes and the new 
Series 2 available. Do not 
mix series.

20% OFF
TAP OUT  
SERIES 1

$32.95 each 
when you buy 10+  
or $34.95 for 1-9.

48”x96”, White, 1 side
STARBOND3M1S-4896

Article courtesy of 3M 
Commercial Solutions. Join 
the 3M™ Graphics Hub at 
3M.com/GraphicsHub for 
more helpful articles like this.

PAINT ACCESSORIES
One-stop shop for all your 
paint needs.

3M 2.0 Series Lids and Liners 

         Large (28oz, 850mL) 
MMMPPS-26024

         Standard (22oz, 650mL) 
MMMPPS-26000

         Legacy series and other  
sizes available.

PHOTOTEX  
DIGITAL MEDIA  
$369
Vivid, sharp prints that will 
stick to almost any painted 
surface.  The adhesive is 
removable, re-usable and 
re-positionable.  54”x 100’ 

Latex
PHOPT54100

EcoSolvent and UV
PHOPTS54100

https://graphicshub.3m.com/auth/login?utm_term=sgbg-csd-gramanu-en_us-edu-graphicshub-em-thirdparty-gsgenewsletter-register-na-aug19-na
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https://www.gogsg.com/2338303/Product/3M-7100135961?param1=Y
https://www.gogsg.com/2338300/Product/3M-7100134653
https://www.gogsg.com/2325264/Product/StarBond-3M1S-4896
https://www.gogsg.com/2329325/Product/Principal-LED-PRI-TO-DS-96?param1=Y
https://www.gogsg.com/2332124/Product/PhotoTex-54-
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https://www.gogsg.com/2339683/Product/3M-780MC-8548
https://www.gogsg.com/2321302/Product/Ultraflex_Systems_UFS-UBBPRO15-126164
https://www.gogsg.com/2330165/Product/Arlon_070X-5415-102
https://www.gogsg.com/2337825/Product/EnCore-905240
https://www.gogsg.com/2339683/Product/3M-780MC-8548



